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This risk assessment was written with reference to the council H&S department document Covid-19 Risk Assessment for School/Childcare Settings, 
NEU/GMB/Unison/Unite – Coronavirus Workplace checklist for September, as well as government guidance Coronavirus (COVID-19): implementing 
protective measures in education and childcare settings. This risk assessment and the actions taken as a result of it are designed to reduce the risks to staff, 
students and visitors but cannot be seen as a guarantee of safety as this is not realistic in any setting under the current circumstances. We also accept that 
the measures detailed in this assessment will not be 100% perfect at times, but all staff should aim to adhere to the actions as much as is reasonably possible. 
 
This risk assessment may be amended at any point as we react to updated advice/guidance and to changing circumstances. It should therefore be viewed as 
a live document. All stakeholders will be informed of any amendments as necessary. The risk assessment is specific to Seven Hills School, but sits beneath the 
Council generic risk assessment - https://www.sevenhillsleSheffield-City-Council-Risk-assessment-V11-12th-Jan-2021-1 the guidance in which we will follow 
in other areas as required. 
  

Hazards – Infection Control The Following Control Measures are in Place: 

1. Minimising contact with other staff 
and students, as well as between 
students 
● Bubble arrangements 
● Break and lunchtimes 
● Staff meetings 
● Bubble organisation 
● Protective Screens 
● Printers 
● Lanyards 
● Ventilation 
● Visiting professionals 
 

 

 

● Classes will be grouped into 7 bubbles and their contact with other bubbles will be kept to a minimum 
in order to restrict the possible spread of the coronavirus should there be an outbreak: 

● Green Bubble - 1BJ & 1BM  
● Red Bubble - 1EH, 2EL & 2FL (2FL room to be used as staffroom/office) 
● Yellow Bubble - 2KM, 1FA & 1LT ( Large nurture room is also available for Zoom meetings and phone 

calls, but should not be used as a staffroom due to lack of room to socially distance) 
● Blue Bubble - 2JS & 2SCR  
● Purple Bubble - 2RS, 1CM & 2MR - We have requested that the large meeting room is also available for 

additional staffroom/office space) 
● Orange Bubble - 3OS, 3HM & 3RG -  (3HM - 3HM not to be used as a student base.  The Food Room is 

also available for staff in this bubble). 
● Pink Bubble - 3TD & 3LS   
● School will only be open to children of Critical Workers and students who we have identified as being 

particularly vulnerable. Some students will attend full-time, while others will only attend on certain 
days. 

● Staff have been allocated to specific bubbles (two or three classrooms) and will not be required to 
work in other bubbles. Supply staff may be used, but these will be in longer-term placements in 
allocated bubbles only and they will not be required to work across bubbles. 

https://www.sevenhillslearning.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Sheffield-City-Council-Risk-assessment-V11-12th-Jan-2021-1.pdf
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● Each bubble to have a designated staff room/office to use for staff breaks, PPA, home learning prep 
etc. 

● Each teaching group/room will have a maximum occupancy limit set (staff and students). Staff surplus 
to these arrangements will work on welfare calls, home-learning resources and providing cover for 
other staff in their bubble to allow for breaks etc on a rota basis. Each bubble to arrange their own 
rota. Staff who are not needed for face to face teaching at any time may work from home if they are 
able to do so, in line with government guidance to work from home where this is possible. 

● Each bubble will have a named point of contact who will be able to respond to logistical and safety 
issues:   

● Green Bubble -  MT/EE 

● Red Bubble - MT/EE 

● Yellow Bubble - MT/EE 

● Blue Bubble - K Tute/C Rockliff 
● Purple Bubble -K Tute/C Rockliff 
● Orange Bubble - K Tute/C Rockliff 
● Pink Bubble - J Stafford-Curtis 

 
● Staff have been allocated to specific bubbles and will not be required to work in other bubbles.  
● Class staff should organise classrooms to support distancing as much as possible by seating pupils side 

by side and facing forwards, rather than face to face. Furniture should be moved to as much space for 
students as possible, although it is recognised that this will not be possible in some classes. 

● Staff should avoid contact with staff and students in other ‘bubbles’ wherever possible. This will mean 
that the majority of communication between staff in separate bubbles will need to be via phone, email 
or Zoom. Staff meetings will be via Zoom. 

● Each bubble to access outdoor areas (including break/lunchtime, woodland walk, science garden etc) 
at different times in order to avoid contact with other groups. These areas are timetabled and staff 
should stick closely to timings in order to avoid students coming into contact with other bubbles (see 
Appendix 3). 

● Formal meetings (SLT, Safeguarding and meetings with outside agencies) to be held via Zoom or face to 
face in smaller groups where social distancing is possible. 
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● Staff may access the staffroom to check pigeon holes etc, but should spend the minimum time 
necessary in this area. Staff may eat lunch in the quad or their designated staffroom/office space, but 
should be prepared to wipe down furniture before use. Each bubble will be provided with a fridge for 
staff to store lunches in. 

● Staff should keep rooms well-ventilated. Ventilation is a critical part of the reduction of virus 

transmission. Class teams should ensure that they open their windows in a classroom for 10 minutes 

every hour. This can help regularly increase and maintain ventilation. 

● Screens are in place in reception and the main office to reduce the risk of infection via airborne 

droplets e.g. coughs/sneezes. Screens are also in place in other areas around school where staff share 

office space e.g. pastoral support, behaviour support. 

● Visitors to school including supply staff will be given a clip-on id badge instead of a lanyard for a 

temporary period in order to ease cleaning and steralizing of badges after use.  

● Visitors will be asked to provide contact details and details of all students/staff they have been in 

contact with in order to aid Test and Trace procedures in the case of a confirmed case of Covid-19 (see 

Appendix 5). Class staff should keep a running record of staff or visitors who have worked within their 

bubble in order to allow an accurate list of contacts to be compiled for Test and Trace purposes if 

needed. 

● Should staff or students require support from outside professionals (e.g. wheelchair services) this 

should be arranged by phone and students taken to an agreed space outside of the bubble 

arrangements for face to face interactions etc (NB; meeting rooms should be booked in advance for 

these purposes and additional cleaning requested at the end of the meeting). Therapists may need to 

visit students in class from time to time, but will wear full PPE for the duration of these visits and 

change this before visiting students in other bubbles. 

● In order to minimise the number of ad-hoc supply staff used to cover absences, the school will 

endeavour to make longer-term supply arrangements where possible. Supply staff will work in 

allocated bubbles only and they will not be required to work across bubbles. 
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2. Sharing of Resources 
Printers 
P.E. Equipment 
Play resources 
 

● Learning Through Play resources will be allocated to each bubble and should be stored in the bubble 

staffroom/office. Current guidance is that dressing up clothes are not to be used at present as they are 

not easily sanitised between uses. Sand, clay and dough play should only be carried out where 

students are able to have their own supply of sand/dough/clay and staff are able to ensure that this 

will not be used by others. Water play should be a one-student-at-a-time activity, with water being 

changed and equipment being steralised before being used by others. 

● Students may share physical resources within their class/bubble, but items that are used regularly (e.g. 

pens, pencils rulers etc) should be allocated to individual students and not shared with others. 

● Each bubble will be allocated a printer and must restrict their use of copying printing to this machine 

only. Where large print runs are needed (e.g. letters to parents) documents should be emailed to the 

office for printing and posting (see Appendix 4).  

● Classrooms should be ‘de-cluttered’ as much as possible in order to minimise the number of items that 

students can come into contact with (and that would require cleaning)  

● The sharing of toys and resources (e.g. balls, books etc) between bubbles should be avoided.  

● Diddy Cars and other communal outdoor equipment will be allocated to specific bubbles to avoid use 

between bubbles . Diddy Cars are colour coded and staff should ensure that students only use the cars 

allocated to their bubble. Diddy Cars and other outdoor equipment should be wiped down after use. 

● Each bubble will have a colour-coded supply of P.E. resources that will be stored in the P.E. office. Staff 

who teach P.E. should ensure that only resources allocated to their bubble are used. 

3. Cleaning 
● Cleaning of equipment and 

resources 
● General cleaning 
 

● Resources (toys and equipment) should be wiped down by class staff using anti-bacterial spray or 

wipes after each use where possible. Cleaning products must be stored securely (locked cupboard) 

within each bubble in order to avoid students accessing them. 

● Soft toys and cushions should be removed from teaching spaces as these cannot be easily cleaned, 

with the exception of items that are personal to specific students and key to maintaining their 

emotional well-being. These items should not be shared with other students. 

● Outdoor equipment (e.g. roundabout, outdoor gym etc) should be wiped down by class staff after use.  
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● Cleaning of school will be undertaken daily in line with government guidance, with an emphasis on 

toilets, eating areas, surfaces that staff and students have been in contact with (e.g. tables, chairs) as 

well as door handles, banisters, key boards, light switches and phones etc. 

● Additional cleaning will be provided by cleaning staff throughout the day. 

● Cleaning staff will be allocated to work consistently in designated bubbles in order to reduce the risk of 

infection transmission. However, cleaning staff may work in other bubbles on occasion where cover is 

required for absent staff. 

● Toilets and hygiene rooms will be allocated to each bubble but,as some toilets will be shared across 

bubbles, additional cleaning of these areas will take place throughout the day. Staff are reminded 

about the need to observe strict hand-washing routines. 

● Each class will be supplied with a large plastic container and a supply of disinfectant to allow them to 

sterilize resources and equipment as appropriate. These items should be left to dry overnight. 

4. Personal hygiene 
● Hand-washing 
● Hand sanitizer 
● Use of bins 

● Supervised hand-washing for students should be organised to take place in class using individualised 

(named) washing bowls at set times, following government guidance: 

o On arrival in school 

o Before snack time 

o Before lunch 

o Mid-afternoon 

o On departure from school 

(Students at The Bridge may use sanitizer instead of hand-washing due limitations on the number of 

available sinks) 

● Staff should also follow guidance on hand-washing and join in with the routine when supervising 

students in order to model good personal hygiene. 

● All staff should wash their hands on arrival at school. 
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● Any child who uses the toilet during the school day, or who receives personal care, should be 

supervised to wash their hands afterwards. 

● Many students are not able to adhere to social distancing and may touch staff and other students 

intermittently throughout the day. Other students may need physical or emotional support or 

guidance involving touching (e.g. hand-holding) intermittently throughout the day. Staff working with 

these students should wash their hands at the end of each interaction, before moving to a different 

area or working with another student. 

● Hand sanitizer is provided for all staff to use at intervals throughout the day. However, government 

guidance is clear that the most effective method of reducing the risk of coronavirus infection is regular 

and thorough hand-washing. 

● Hand sanitizer provided should not be used for students(except for +16 students based at The Bridge). 

Where students bring hand sanitizer into school, staff should ensure that this is stored safely within 

their bubble and not accessible to other students. The use of students’ own sanitizer must be carefully 

managed by class staff to avoid risks from ingestion and contact with eyes. Wipes are available for staff 

to use with students where hand-washing is problematic. 

● Staff should consider modifying their own personal hygiene routines after working in school to reduce 

the risk of infection transmission e.g. hand-washing and changing clothes immediately after work (60° 

washes are recommended for clothes). 

● While bins in classrooms can be used for general waste; hand-towels, tissues, wipes, disposable 

aprons/gloves etc. should be disposed of in blue bins provided to each classroom. Where necessary, 

these bins should be kept out of the reach of students (e.g. locked in cupboard, kept in resource room 

– each bubble to establish own protocol).  

● Personal care will be arranged so that it is staffed internally within bubbles. Staff undertaking personal 

care duties should adhere closely to guidance around use of PPE, removing PPE and hand-washing.  
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5. Personal Protective Clothing (PPE) 
● Personal care 
● Administration of medicines 
● Contact with students 
● Behaviour management & PPE 
● Disposal of PPE 
 
 

● Staff should use appropriate PPE (gloves, apron, visor, face mask) when supporting students with 

personal care in order to protect themselves and the students being cared for. This also applies where 

students require support in eating and the level of PPE required will be decided on a case by case basis. 

● Where staff are required to work 1:1 with students in a situation that it is not possible to maintain 

acceptable social distance, they should wear a face covering. However, it is recognised that there will 

be occasions when students will come into closer contact with staff who are not wearing face 

coverings due to the nature of their learning needs. 

● Staff administering medicines that may involve them coming into contact with bodily fluids (e.g. tube-

fed medicines; oral medicines where the child cannot self-administer; or emergency medication such 

as buccal Midazolam) should wear appropriate PPE (gloves, apron, visor, face mask). 

● Face coverings must be worn by staff in all communal areas at all times, even after students have left 

the building. This includes corridors, reception, library, and when entering and exiting the building. 

Face coverings are not required in classrooms, offices or meeting rooms.  

● Face coverings are not required if you are supervising students outside during the day, but staff should 

wear face coverings when meeting students from their bus and helping them onto the bus at the end 

of the day.  

● Students will not be required to wear face masks, however parents/carers are free to send their child 

to school wearing a mask if they feel that they would be able to cope with this and be able to manage 

putting it on and taking it off themselves throughout the day.  

● Additional PPE is available for staff should they feel that it is necessary in any other situation, or they 

feel that they are at greater risk, and supplies of PPE will be distributed to each bubble. 

● Where students present a greater risk to staff due to their behaviour (e.g. spitting) staff are advised to 

use appropriate PPE (visor, apron, gloves) whilst in close proximity to the student. 

● When using PPE, staff should be aware that their appearance may make some students anxious. 

Where appropriate/possible, they should explain why they are wearing it beforehand (it may also be 

helpful to pin a photo of your smiling face onto your apron/clothes) . 
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● All PPE should be removed, washed or disposed of in line with government guidance on infection 

control and staff should wash their hands thoroughly after removing their PPE. PPE should be disposed 

of using the blue bins provided to each bubble.  

● Visitors to school should wear face coverings in communal areas such as reception and corridors) until 

they have reached their destination (office, class etc).  

● Drivers and escorts  from special transport should also wear face coverings if they enter the building 

for any reason. However, we request that wherever possible, parents/carers and other visitors do not 

enter the building when dropping off or picking up students. Staff will collect/bring students to the 

main entrance/Phase 2 yard at the start/end of each day.  

6. Clinically Vulnerable staff and 
students & Clinically Extremely 
Vulnerable staff and students 

● Clinically Vulnerable 
staff/students 

● Expectant mothers 
● Clinically Extremely Vulnerable 

staff/students 
 

● Individual conversations with staff who are clinically vulnerable or parents of students who are 

clinically vulnerable about managing the risks to them, will be held to ascertain how and when school 

can support them to return to school and work safely in school. In some cases, individual risk 

assessments will be completed as necessary. 

● The headteachers will meet with staff who are pregnant to discuss their personal circumstances and 

complete an individual risk assessment for them to discuss the control measures in place at school the 

extent to which school is able to protect them and their baby.  

● Staff who are Clinically Extremely Vulnerable are not expected to be on the school site at present and 

will be required to work from home if possible. 

● Students who are Clinically Extremely Vulnerable are advised to stay at home and home-learning 

provision will be provided by school as appropriate to the needs of the student. 

7. Movement around School and 
to/from transport 

● Minibus drop-off & collection 
● Outdoor areas 
● Lifts 

● All students will be collected from/taken to buses by class staff who will be working with them in their 

bubble. 

● Students should stay on their bus until the staff from their bubble collect them. 
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 ● Students who require a change of environment or whose normal routine involves movement around 

school should be guided to use areas designated for each group of bubbles and avoid crossing into 

other parts of school. We have many available outdoor areas and these will be timetabled for each 

group. Staff are asked to keep to the start/finish times of these sessions as closely as possible. 

● As lifts are confined spaces, they should only be used to support students with mobility difficulties who 

are not able to use the stairs. Staff may need to arrange for a member of staff to escort a student in a 

wheelchair via the closest lift while others in the class use the stairs.  

● No more than 4 people at a time should use the lifts, including staff and students. When in the lift, staff 

should wear face coverings and everyone in the lift should maintain as much distance as possible from 

each other.  

● When using the lifts, staff and students from different bubbles should not mix with staff or students 

from other bubbles. 

● Staff and students may use either staircase when moving around school as separation of bubbles is 

being achieved through timing of movements rather than by defining different routes. 

8. General Social Distancing 
● Social distancing in school 
● Social distancing travelling to/from 

school 

● Staff should follow government guidance on social distancing  and keep a safe distance from other staff 

(at least 2m) and students as much as possible (including within each bubble). While we recognise that 

many students will not be able to understand or comply with this guidance, staff should do their best 

to encourage this and should model this practice to students. While physical contact with some 

students due to their specific needs, staff should keep physical contact with students to the minimum 

necessary. Lessons plans should be modified to allow for social distancing and the reduction of 

unnecessary contact with students. Staff should consider carefully whether activities that require 

contact (e.g. TAC-PAC, hand-massage) can be managed safely.  

● Staff should discuss the need for social distancing with students daily, as appropriate to need. 

Resources are available to support these discussions which should form part of the class routine each 

morning. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/staying-alert-and-safe-social-distancing/staying-alert-and-safe-social-distancing-after-4-july
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● The school will take a flexible approach with staff in agreeing adjusted start/finish times where this is 

needed to allow travel on public transport during quieter periods. School recognises that some staff 

may have difficulties travelling to/from work due to reduced capacity on public transport and will be 

supportive of staff who are affected by this. 

9. Staff/Students who are become ill or 
whose immediate family become ill 
● Isolation arrangements 
● Cleaning of isolation room 
● Self-isolation and attendance at 

school 
● Testing for Covid-19 

● Any student (or member of staff) who presents symptoms of coronavirus during the school day will be 

immediately isolated in the welfare room until they can be collected by parents/family. Staff 

supervising students in isolation should wear full PPE (gloves, apron, visor, face mask). Staff who have 

vulnerabilities due to underlying medical conditions, or who are pregnant will not be used to supervise 

students being isolated. 

● The person showing symptoms will be advised to arrange a Covid-19 test as soon as possible and to 

self-isolate for 10 days (other members of the household also to self-isolate for 10 days). They will not 

be allowed back to school for 10 days unless they have received a negative test result. 

● Following a student being supervised in the isolation room (welfare room) the isolation room must not 

be used by others until it has been deep cleaned and a sign will be displayed on the door to this effect. 

The student’s classroom will also be deep-cleaned at the earliest opportunity. 

● Should a child be sent home because they are displaying symptoms of Covid-19, a letter will be 

provided for parents/carers collecting the pupil with guidance information and the date of earliest 

return. This date will also be to be communicated to Special Transport and class staff. 
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● Parents/carers must not send their child to school if they display any symptoms of Covid-19 (new 

persistent cough, high temperature or loss/change of taste/smell). They should immediately isolate 

in line with government guidance and book a test. We urge families to err on the cautious side if in 

doubt, for the protection of others, and to seek further guidance from their doctor or through the 

NHS 101 advice line if necessary.  

● Staff must not come to school if they display any symptoms of Covid-19 (new persistent cough or high 

temperature). They should inform school at the earliest opportunity and self-isolate for 10 days.  

● If a member of staff, parent or child has any of the symptoms of coronavirus, you should ask for a test 

through the NHS website or by phoning 119. School can also arrange for staff to be tested through the 

employer portal. If a person has symptoms and has a negative test result, they are ok to return to work 

and family no longer need to isolate. 

● Any staff who have been tested for Covid-19 need to provide a copy of their test result to T Mycroft 

(positive, negative or inconclusive). 

● Where a student has been tested, families need to pass on a copy of the test result to office staff 

before their child can return to school (positive, negative or inconclusive). 

10. Confirmed cases of Covid-19 
● Informing staff 
● Informing parents 
● Informing Public Health England 
● Confidentiality 

● Should a member of staff or student be confirmed as having Covid-19, the headteachers will 

immediately inform all staff who have been in recent contact(last 48 hours) with the person, as well as 

the parents of all students who may have been in close contact with the individual to inform them of 

the need for them to stay away from school and self-isolate for 10 days (10 for other household 

members as well). This means that all students and staff who have worked in the same class/bubble 

may be sent home and advised to arrange a Covid-19 test as soon as possible and to self-isolate for 10 

days. They will not be allowed back to school for 10 days. As an alternative to isolation, where 

appropriate, they can opt to have a daily lateral flow test at school instead. This will allow them to stay 

in school as long as their tests are negative. 

● The school will notify all parents and staff that there has been a confirmed case in school by Parentmail 

text message, for information. 

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing-for-coronavirus/ask-for-a-test-to-check-if-you-have-coronavirus/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing-for-coronavirus/ask-for-a-test-to-check-if-you-have-coronavirus/
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● Should any case be confirmed as Covid-19 Public Health England’s, Health Protection Team/the local 

Public Health Team will be informed who will then advise about any further actions and if necessary 

take over management of the situation. 

● Maintain confidentiality at all times. It is critical that anyone testing positive cannot be identified and 

no details of the positive test can be shared even in the smallest detail. See ED & CC Settings Outbreak 

Plan COVID-19 SCC V1.pdf 

11. Risks to, and from, individual 
students 
● Behaviour support/emergency 

situations 
● Risk assessments 

 
 

● Some students put others at risk through their own behaviour (e.g. spitting etc). School will work with 

students and families to manage these risks where possible but, in extreme circumstances, may need 

to take the decision that a student cannot be accommodated at school due to the risk to others. 

● In exceptional circumstances (e.g. where a child is in crisis, or a child is putting themselves or others in 

danger) staff may need to intervene and put themselves in close contact with one or more students 

against other recommendations within this risk assessment. While this increases the risk of infection, 

the risks are still very low and these are outweighed by other risks that must take priority.  

● Where students require regular physical intervention due to persistent challenging behaviour, a risk 

assessment will be completed to assess whether these challenges can be safely managed in school.  

● Each bubble is staffed to allow for the education and care of students including behaviour 

management. Where external behaviour support is required, the behaviour support team may need to 

work across bubbles. In this eventuality they will observe social distancing as much as possible and don 

PPE, again where possible and appropriate to the situation. Should a child require 1:1 behaviour 

support, this will be provided in a suitable area within their bubble where possible. 

12. Mental Health & well-being ● The well-being of staff and students will continue to be a high priority of the school. Key staff have 

received additional training in mental health awareness (IACT) and all teaching and support staff will 

be provided with guidance and resources to enable them to support students in transitioning back to 

school. 

about:blank
about:blank
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13. Lateral Flow Testing Lateral Flow Testing arrangements will be in place by 18.1.21 and will take place in the Dance/Drama room 

each morning: 

● The school will provide lateral flow testing of staff on a weekly basis to aid early identification of 

asymptomatic Covid-19 infections in staff. Testing is optional and staff must consent to this. 

● Initial testing will also be offered to students, but it is unlikely that more than a very small minority will 

be able to participate in these tests. Parental consent is needed for these tests. Students need to be 

able to swab themselves for the test. Staff may support students with taking swabs during testing, but 

will not be expected to do this for students.  

● Daily testing of staff and students who have been in contact with someone who has tested positive will 

be in place for seven days as an alternative to isolation, so long as test results remain negative. Staff 

will be offered this as an option, but may choose to isolate rather than stay in school and be tested 

daily. 

● Testing The option of daily testing does not apply to household members or close contacts of a positive 

case outside of school, who will still need to self-isolate. 

● Testing does not replace other control measures and should be seen as additional to all other aspects 

of the risk assessment. Staff are advised to continue to observe high levels of social distancing and 

hand hygiene even if they are being tested weekly. 

14. The Bridge In addition to the above, the following control measures are in place at The Bridge post 16 base: 

● At the Bridge only staff will access the printer in the PPA corridor 

● PAA corridor computers not be used, staff can use computers in designated classrooms  

● At the Bridge medication to be given to students in a designated school classroom instead of supply 

cupboard to minimise cross contract of staff and students from the two schools. 

● Masks or visors to be worn in corridors and Life skills suite by The Bridge staff 
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● Bridge staff to use their designated classrooms for staff room and old staff room space to only be 

travelled through to gain access to the store cupboard.  

● Staff at the Bridge to wipe down Printer display panel after use  

● The common room is only to be used by Talbot staff for use for a designated Talbot student. 

● In the case of a student displaying symptoms of Covid-19, isolation procedures students at The Bridge 

are to follow the Talbot school protocols using their D of E base for isolation. 

● Life skills suite to be used by staff only. Staff to wear a masks/visors.  

● Seven Hills Students to have their dinner on site at the Bridge (dinners collected from talbot dining hall 

by Seven hills staff).  

● Outside spaces to be used by the different schools at different times.  

● Toilets to be designated per school  

● Students and staff to only use their designated classrooms.  

● Both front doors to both be open during bus times. One staff member per school to be manning the 

door.  

Risk assessment completed by:    C Rockliff,  E Everett 
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Terms/definitions/clarifications etc 

 
 

Hand 
washing 
protocol  

https://www.who.int/gpsc/clean_hands_protection/en/ 

ii Respiratory 
hygiene 
protocol 

This means covering your mouth and nose with your bent 
elbow or tissue when you cough or sneeze. Then dispose of 
the used tissue immediately. 
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-
coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public 

iii Momentary 
contact 

Relates to ad hoc interventions that may create proximity to 
bodily fluid – e.g. a driver putting a seatbelt onto a client. 

iv Sessional 
use 

Surgical facemask can be used multiple times and need not be 
disposed of until wet, damaged or uncomfortable. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/wuhan-novel-
coronavirus-infection-prevention-and-control/covid-19-
personal-protective-equipment-ppe#section-6 

v Prolonged / 
Intimate 
care 

Is defined as a role which is personally supporting the client to 
bathe, wash, feed etc. where there may be close proximity to 
bodily fluids. 

vi Donning and 
doffing 

Refers to the correct method by which PPE should be put on 
and taken off. Guidance at appendix 3. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-
personal-protective-equipment-use-for-non-aerosol-
generating-procedures 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GncQ_ed-9w 

vii Disposal of 
PPE 

PPE should be bagged and disposed of in a lidded bin followed 
by close adherence to hand washing protocol. 

viii Single use Refers to disposal of PPE after each client interaction. 

ix PHE Covid-
19 IPC 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/wuhan-novel-
coronavirus-infection-prevention-and-
control?utm_source=7c916e5e-b965-44d0-a304-
cf38d248abba&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-
notifications&utm_content=immediate 

Appendix 1 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 2 

https://www.who.int/gpsc/clean_hands_protection/en/
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/wuhan-novel-coronavirus-infection-prevention-and-control/covid-19-personal-protective-equipment-ppe#section-6
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/wuhan-novel-coronavirus-infection-prevention-and-control/covid-19-personal-protective-equipment-ppe#section-6
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/wuhan-novel-coronavirus-infection-prevention-and-control/covid-19-personal-protective-equipment-ppe#section-6
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-personal-protective-equipment-use-for-non-aerosol-generating-procedures
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-personal-protective-equipment-use-for-non-aerosol-generating-procedures
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-personal-protective-equipment-use-for-non-aerosol-generating-procedures
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GncQ_ed-9w
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/wuhan-novel-coronavirus-infection-prevention-and-control?utm_source=7c916e5e-b965-44d0-a304-cf38d248abba&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/wuhan-novel-coronavirus-infection-prevention-and-control?utm_source=7c916e5e-b965-44d0-a304-cf38d248abba&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/wuhan-novel-coronavirus-infection-prevention-and-control?utm_source=7c916e5e-b965-44d0-a304-cf38d248abba&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/wuhan-novel-coronavirus-infection-prevention-and-control?utm_source=7c916e5e-b965-44d0-a304-cf38d248abba&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/wuhan-novel-coronavirus-infection-prevention-and-control?utm_source=7c916e5e-b965-44d0-a304-cf38d248abba&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate
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Appendix 4 

Bubble Printers 

Green Printer outside 1BJ Kycora TASKalfa 3252ci: Ground Floor Library on 7hprintSrv 

Yellow Phase 1 Corridor Kycora TASKalfa 3252ci: Floor 2 on 7hprintSrv 

Red Phase 1 Corridor Kycora TASKalfa 3252ci: Floor 2 on 7hprintSrv 

Orange Printer in Post 16 area Laserjet Pro n452 pcl6 

Blue Printer outside 2JS Kycora TASKalfa 3252ci: First Floor on 7hprintSrv 

Purple 
Printer at bottom of 
Phase 2 stairs 

Kycora TASKalfa 5052ci: Admin on 7hprintsrv 

 

 

Appendix 5 

Contact Details for Covid-19 Test & Trace purposes 
Please leave your contact details and details of everyone (staff & students) that you have been in close 
contact with during your visit. This information will only be used for the purposes of contacting 
individuals in the event of a confirmed case of Covid-19 and will be destroyed after two weeks. 
Close contact is defined as:   
● face to face contact with an individual for any length of time, within 1 metre, including being 

coughed on, a face to face conversation, or unprotected physical contact (skin-to-skin) 
● extended close contact (within 1 to 2 metres for more than 15 minutes) with an individual 
● travelling in a small vehicle, like a car, with Another person 

Name of visitor: Date of visit: Time of visit: 

Contact phone number: Alternative contact number: 

Names of individuals that you have been in close contact with during your visit: 
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